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Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Cory Lynch.  Today I’d like to talk about my recent research involving Li4 and Li6 Boracites and Thioboracites as promising solid electrolytesI’d like to thank Dr. Holzwarth and Dr. Li for their contributions to this researchI’d also like to thank WFU, the DEAC High Perf. Compute Cluster, and NSF for supporting this research



Research Motivation: Active Field Interest

a.) Number of peer-reviewed scientific publications relating to solid-state lithium battery research from 2000-2020
b.) Solid-state lithium battery research breakdown by type

(Image credit: ACS Energy Letters, 2021 DOI: 10.1021/acsenergylett.1c00445)

• Publications in solid-state battery research increased by a factor of ~7 from 2010-2020
• Significant research interest is focused on Material Synthesis/Properties
• This leaves Theory and Modelling as an area in need of more research

Solid-State Battery Publications by Research AreaNumber of Solid-State Battery 
Publications 2000-2020
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To start, I’d like to go over some of the motivation behind this research investigation and what has made it appealing to usSolid State battery research is a fast-growing area of researchAs seen in the graph on the left, publications in this area has increased by a factor of 7 over the decade from 2010-2020On the right, we see a graph that breaks down these publications by their typeWe see that a significant percentage of the research being done is in material synthesis and properties, leaving theory and modelling in need of more research contributionsComputational approaches can also potentially be collaborative with the experimental groups and material synthesis research as well



Research Motivation: Why Solid-State Batteries?

a.) Schematic illustration of the internal components of a typical Li-ion battery.          (Image credit: Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 2017.       DOI: 10.1149/2.1451709jes)
b.) Schematic illustration of an ideal high-energy Solid-State battery stack.          (Image credit: ACS Energy Letters, 2021.      DOI: 10.1021/acsenergylett.1c00445)

• Pure lithium anode can greatly improve performance
• Solid electrolytes have the following potential benefits:

• Expected to be stable in contact with pure lithium
• Competitive ionic conductivity with liquid electrolytes and negligible electronic conductivity
• Improved safety by addressing leakage of toxic liquid electrolytes
• Improved safety by addressing fire/explosion risk from flammable liquid electrolytes
• Improved longevity by replacing liquid electrolytes that decompose and reduce functionality

a.) b.)

Li-ion Battery (Liquid Electrolyte) Solid-State Li-ion Battery Stack (Solid Electrolyte)
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Based solely on research trends, this seems like an area of great opportunity to research in.  But why should we care about solid electrolytes in particular?On the left we see a traditional lithium ion battery schematic with a liquid electrolyte and on the right we see an ideal solid state battery stack.Pure lithium is the ideal anode choice and can greatly improve performance, but current lithium batteries use Li based compounds such as Lithium-Cobalt-Oxide shown in this exampleSolid state batteries propose to solve this problem by using solid electrolytes which are stable in contact with pure lithium, allowing it to be used as the anodeOther benefits that solid electrolytes promise are:Competitive ionic conductivity with current liquid electrolytesThey improve safety by replacing toxic liquid electrolytes which are prone to leakageThey also improve safety by addressing the fire risk inherent with current liquid electrolytes which are typically flammableThey also improve longevity due to their chemical stability, which is an issue with liquid electrolytes that degrade and reduce cell performance



Research Motivation: Previous Boracite Results

a.) Li4B7O12Cl experimental structure and b.) Arrhenius plot of the conductivity vs. temperature
Image credit: Li and Holzwarth, 2022.       DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.6.025401

• Face Centered Cubic (𝐹𝐹�43𝑐𝑐) 𝛼𝛼-phase reported at room temperature
• Disordered Lithium sites: 25% fractional occupancy
• Conductivity reported to be on the order of 3 × 10−4 𝑆𝑆/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 at room temperature by Tan et. al. (DOI: 

10.1021/acsaem.9b00812)

• Work by Dr. Li and Dr. Holzwarth agree with experimental performance results with new discoveries:
• G.S. is Face Centered Rhombohedral (𝑅𝑅3𝑐𝑐) distortion of the cubic phase
• 25% fractional Li sites in 𝐹𝐹�43𝑐𝑐 map to fully occupied Li sites in R3c, remaining 75% map to interstitial sites
• Ion migration mechanisms involving concerted ion motion and interstitial sites

a.) b.)

◉ Li
◉ B
◉ O
◉ Cl

Li4B7O12Cl Cubic 𝛼𝛼 Phase Li4B7O12Cl Arrhenius Conductivity Plot
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Now I’d like to talk a bit about the motivation for our selection of materialsThe Lithium Oxygen Boracite shown here was originally reported to have a FCC alpha phase at room temperature.It was found to have disordered lithium sites with 25% occupancy, with conductivity reported to be around 10 ^ -4 S/cmComputational work by Dr. Li and Dr. Holzwarth agreed with these experimental results, in addition to finding some new resultsThey found the G.S. to be a rhombohedral distortion of the cubic phase, with space group R3cThe 25% fractionally occupied Li sites in the cubic setting map to fully occupied Li sites in the R3c settingThe remaining 75% of the disordered lithium sites map to natural interstitial sites that are emptyIt was found that these natural Li vacancies are directly involved with ion diffusion and that ion migration mechanisms involve concerted ion motion through these sites



a.) b.)

Research Motivation: Partial Al Substitution

Li4Al3B4O12Cl experimental structure (a) and Arrhenius plot of the conductivity vs. temperature (b)
Image credit: Kajihara et. al., 2017.          DOI: 10.1246/bcsj.20170242

• Experimental investigation of substituting boron sites in Li4B7O12Cl with aluminum
• Found optimal y value of 0.43 : the ratio of Al2O3 to B2O3 in the starting synthesis mixture
• Synthesized Li4Al3B4O12Cl and determined some of its properties:

• Room temperature structure is similar to the original material: Face Centered Cubic (𝐹𝐹�43𝑐𝑐) 
• Has similar performance - conductivity reported to be on the order of 1 × 10−5 𝑆𝑆/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
• Reported to be stable in contact with pure lithium metal

◉ Li
◉ Al
◉ B
◉ O
◉ Cl

Li4Al3B4O12Cl Cubic Phase Li4Al3B4O12Cl Arrhenius Conductivity Plot
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A recent paper by Kajihara looked at improving this boracite by partially substituting boron sites with aluminumThey determined the optimal ratio of aluminum to boron and synthesized this new material, determining that its room temperature structure is quite similar to the original material, again a FCC crystalThey also found that it has similar performance, on the order of 10 ^ -5 S/cmImportantly, they also found it to be stable in contact with pure Li metal



Research Motivation: S Substitution & Increased Li

Li6B7S13I experimental structure (a) and Arrhenius plot of the conductivity vs. temperature (b)
Image credit: Kaup et. al., 2021.         DOI: 10.1021/jacs.1c00941

• Experimental investigation of similar material with sulfur and higher lithium stoichiometry
• Compound has iodine instead of chlorine as the halogen in the structure
• Similar room temperature Face Centered Cubic (𝐹𝐹�43𝑐𝑐) phase found, as well as new tetragonal (𝐼𝐼41/𝑎𝑎) phase
• Face Centered Cubic (𝐹𝐹�43𝑐𝑐) phase found to be stable, tetragonal (𝐼𝐼41/𝑎𝑎) phase reported to be metastable
• Material found to have high conductivity and stability
• Experimental conductivity calculated for cubic phase; found to be on the order of 5 × 10−4 𝑆𝑆/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

a.) b.)

◉ Li
◉ BS4
◉ I

Li6B7S13I Cubic Phase Li6B7S13I Arrhenius Conductivity Plot
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A recent paper looking at a related thioboracite material also caught our interestThis compound is a bit different than the previously shown materials, because it has iodine instead of chlorine as the halogen in the structureIt also has S instead of O, and has more lithium per formula unit as wellIt was found to have a similar FCC room temperature phase as well as a new tetragonal phase at higher temperatures that appears to be metastableThe FCC phase was found to be stable, with 75% occupied lithium sites due to the increased amount of lithium presentIt was found to be highly conductive as well, with conductivity on the order of 5 x 10 ^-4 S/cm 



In This Work
• Starting from known boracites and thioboracites:

• Li4B7O12Cl
• Li4Al3B4O12Cl
• Li6B7S13I

• Investigating predicted boracites and thioboracites:
• Sulfur substitutions of known Li4-O materials: 

• Li4B7S12Cl
• Li4Al3B4S12Cl

• Chlorine substitution of known Li6-S material and similar derivatives (O, Al):
• Li6B7S13Cl
• Li6B7O13Cl
• Li6Al3B4S13Cl
• Li6Al3B4O13Cl
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By taking cues from the previous research we have looked at, we can extend the original boracite materials with various substitutions and investigate these newly predicted materials to see how these substitutions affect the structure, the stability, and the performance of the compounds as electrolytesTaking the Li4O and Li4AlO boracites, we can substitute O with SLooking at the Li6S material, we can replace I with Cl to better compare to the Li4 materials, and also investigate similar substitutions with Al and O as well



Computational Methods

• Ground State Structural Calculations
• Density Functional Theory 

• Phonon Density of States Calculations
• Density Functional Perturbation Theory

• Ionic Diffusion and Conductivity
• Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics
• Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
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We investigate these materials using several well-established computational methods shown hereFor all of our calculations, we use the Quantum Espresso software packageFor the ground state structures, we utilize structural relaxation calculations which utilize Density Functional TheoryFor the dynamic stability analysis, we utilize Density Functional Perturbation Theory, which introduces a harmonic perturbation to the ground stateFor the ionic simulations, we employ Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics, which utilizes the Born Oppenheimer Approximation for the nuclei in combination with first principles DFT calculations for the electronic configuration at each step



Known Structures: Li4B7O12Cl and Li4Al3B4O12Cl

Li4B7O12Cl (a) and Li4Al3B4O12Cl (b) rhombohedral R3c ground state structures

a.) b.)
◉ Li
◉ Al
◉ B
◉ O
◉ Cl

Li4B7O12Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 12.1 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 90.1 degrees

Li4Al3B4O12Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 13.0 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 91.1 degrees

Li4B7O12Cl Ground State (R3C) Li4Al3B4O12Cl Ground State (R3C)
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To start, we look at the 2 known materials shown hereAs previously mentioned, Dr. Li and Dr. Holzwarth determined the ground state of the Li4O boracite, shown on the left, to be a rhombohedral distortion of the cubic room temperature phaseSimilarly, we find the partial Aluminum substitution, shown on the right, has a very similar ground state that is also rhombohedralIt is found to be slightly larger with a lattice constant of 13 compared to 12 angsIt is also found to be slightly more distorted as well by about 1 degree, though they are both still nearly cubic being close to 90 degrees



Predicted Structures: Li4B7S12Cl and Li4Al3B4S12Cl 

Li4B4S12Cl (a) and Li4Al3B4S12Cl (b) rhombohedral R3c ground state structures

a.) b.)◉ Li
◉ Al
◉ B
◉ S
◉ Cl

Li4B7S12Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 14.9 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 89.8 degrees

Li4Al3B4S12Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 16.1 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 89.6 degrees

Li4B7S12Cl Ground State (R3C) Li4Al3B4S12Cl Ground State (R3C)
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Moving on to 2 of the predicted materials, here we have Li4S on the left and Li4AlS on the rightWe find that their ground state structures are again rhombohedral R3c that are only slightly distorted from the cubic setting, with lattice angles quite close to 90We also find that these are much larger structures, with Li4S having a larger lattice constant that Li4O by about 3 angstroms and the Li4AlS having a further lattice constant increase of about 1 angtrom



Li6B7O13Cl (a) and Li6Al3B4O13Cl (b) rhombohedral R3c ground state structures

a.) b.)

Predicted Structures: Li6B7O13Cl and Li6Al3B4O13Cl

◉ Li
◉ Al
◉ B
◉ O
◉ Cl

Li6B7O13Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 12.2 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 89.4 degrees

Li6Al3B4O13Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 13.0 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 91.5 degrees

Li6B7O13Cl Ground State (R3C) Li6Al3B4O13Cl Ground State (R3C)
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Now we come to 2 of the first predicted Li6 structures, Li6O on the left and Li6AlO on the right, with Chlorine instead of Iodine and O instead of SPerhaps unsurprisingly, we again find the ground states to be R3c rhombohedralInterestingly, the additional lithium doesn’t affect the size of the structure or the amount of lattice distortion, these are very similar to their Li4 O counterpartsThe added lithium seems to simply fill those vacant interstitial sites found in the Li4O structures, leaving fewer natural interstitial sites in the structure



Li6B7S13Cl rhombohedral R3c (a) and monoclinic Cc (b) structures

a.) b.)

Predicted Structures: Li6B7S13Cl [R3c and Cc]

◉ Li
◉ B
◉ S
◉ Cl

Li6B7S13Cl Conventional Cell

• R3c symmetry
• Lattice Constant = 15.1 angstroms
• Lattice Angle = 89.2 degrees

Li6B7S13Cl Conventional Cell

• Cc symmetry
• Lattice Constants = (18.5, 10.5, 10.8) angstroms
• Lattice Angles = (90.0, 124.6, 90.0) degrees

Li6B7S13Cl Rhombohedral Phase Li6B7S13Cl Monoclinic Supercell
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Now we move on to the sulfur analogues of the previous Li6 materials, starting with Li6S without aluminumThis is where we find a very interesting new resultIn addition to the expected rhombohedral phase found on the left, we have found a new monoclinic structure shown on the right, with space group CcThe figure on the right is a supercell of this newly predicted monoclinic phase, which at first glance doesn’t look that similar, but if you tilt your head and look at it from a certain angle, it does seem to be similar in some ways



Finding the Ground State of the Li6 Materials

• Zero energy is set to the respective 
rhombohedral (R3c) structural energy

• For Li6O, we see the monoclinic 
structure is higher in energy by 2.31 eV

• This confirms the ground state 
structure is R3c as expected

• For Li6S, we see that the monoclinic 
structure is lower in energy by 0.70 eV

• This suggests the R3c structure is NOT 
the ground state structure

• The monoclinic structure is the current 
ground state candidate for Li6S

ER3c
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After discovering the new monoclinic Li6S phase, we decided to look at the oxygen substitution of this as well, the goal being to find the ground state of these Li6 materialsHere we see a graph plotting the monoclinic structural energies with respect to their respective rhombohedral counterparts.So the R3c structures are set to 0 energy, and we are looking at the energy difference between the monoclinic and rhombohedral phasesFor Li6O, we see that the monoclinic phase has a much higher static lattice energy by about 2 eV, which supports our previous assertion that the rhombohedral phase is the ground stateFor Li6S, however, we find the monoclinic phase has lower energy than the rhombohedral phase, suggesting that the monoclinic phase is the ground state of the Li6S material



Chemical Stability: Li4 vs Li6

• How stable are the Li6 materials 
compared to the Li4 materials?

• Look at reaction energy difference, 
Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟, of decomposition reaction:

• 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿6𝐵𝐵7𝑋𝑋13𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 → 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿4𝐵𝐵7𝑋𝑋12𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿2𝑋𝑋
• X = O or S
• If Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 < 0 , 

then the material is more stable 
than the decomposition products

• All Li6 materials are more 
energetically favorable than Li4

• Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 Li6O: -1.58 eV / FU
• Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 Li6S: -1.05 eV / FU
• Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 Li6AlO: -0.07 eV / FU
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Now that we have computationally investigated these substituted predicted materials and determined their ground states, we should look at whether or not they are stableIn order to investigate this, we have decided to look at their stability relative to one another using a few decomposition reactionsFor this example, we are looking at which material is more energetically favorable – the Li4 or the Li6 – using the decomposition reaction shown hereFor the Li6O and Li6S, we find they are quite significantly more energetically favorable than their Li4 counterparts.For the Li6AlO, we find it is only slightly more energetically favorable than the Li4 material



Chemical Stability: Al vs Pure Boron
• How stable are Al substituted materials 

compared to pure boron materials?
• Look at reaction energy difference, 
Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟, of decomposition reaction:

• 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙3𝐵𝐵4𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 + 3𝐵𝐵 →
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝐵𝐵7𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 + 3𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙

• X = O or S, n = 4 or 6, m = 12 or 13
• If Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙 < 0 , then 

the material is more stable than the 
decomposition products

• All Al materials are more energetically 
favorable than their pure boracites

• Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 Li4AlO: -3.18 eV / FU
• Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 Li4AlS: -4.17 eV / FU
• Δ𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 Li6AlO: -1.67 eV / FU
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Now to compare the relative stability of the aluminum substitutions and the pure boron materials using the decomposition reaction shown hereSimilarly, we see that the aluminum materials are all energetically favorable compared to their non-aluminum counterpartsBoth of these investigations suggest that additional lithium and aluminum substitution lower the ground state energy and are energetically more favorable 



Dynamic Stability: Phonon Density of States

Phonon D.o.S. for Oxygen Materials Phonon D.o.S. for Sulfur Materials • Li6S R3c (not shown) has 
imaginary modes ⇒ R3c not 
dynamically stable

• Li6S Cc is dynamically stable
• Li4O, Li4S, and Li6O R3c are 

dynamically stable
• Low frequencies < 400 cm-1 

involve Li vibration
• Higher frequencies involve 

the boracite framework 
• Highest frequencies are the 

triangular BO3 modes
15
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Now that we have some idea of the chemical stability changes that these substitutions offer, what about their dynamic stability at higher temperatures?We have investigated this by computing the density of states for the phonon modes for the Li4 and Li6 pure boron materialsThe Li4O material has previously been found to be dynamically stableThe predicted Li6O and Li4S are also found to be dynamically stableWe determined that the Li6S R3c structure is dynamically unstable as it was found to have imaginary phonon modesThe Li6S monoclinic structure, however, was found to be dynamically stable.Another part of analyzing the phonons is looking at what frequencies are contributing and how they affect the stability of the materialThe lower frequencies involve lithium vibrationThe higher frequencies involve the boracite framework, the BO3 and BO4 molecules (or BS3/BS4 for the sulfur substitition)The highest frequencies are the triangular modesInterestingly, we see that the Li6 materials have fewer or none of these BO3/BS3 frequencies



Dynamic Stability: Framework Geometry

• Framework consists of BO3/BS3 planar 
triangles and BO4/BS4 tetrahedra

• Primitive Cell Analysis:
All Li4 Structures:
• 8 triangles (All B) and 6 tetrahedra (B or Al)
All Li6O Structures:
• 2 triangles (All B) and 12 tetrahedra (B or Al)
Li6S Structures:
• 14 tetrahedra, no triangles

• Structures with fewer BO3/BS3 triangles 
in the framework are more stable

◉ BS3 triangles
◉ BS4 tetrahedra

Li6B7S13Cl Primitive Cell (Cc)

Li4B7S12Cl Primitive Cell (R3c)
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Elaborating on this point further, we can investigate the framework geometryLooking at the primitive cells of the materials, we can illustrate the framework differences visuallyFor all of the Li4 materials, there are 8 triangles and 6 tetrahedraFor the Li6O materials, there are 2 triangles and 12 tetrahedraFor the aluminum substituted materials, the Al replaces B in the tetrahedra onlyFor the Li6S material, there are only tetrahedra, no trianglesIn the diagram here, we see an example of Li4 and Li6 sulfur primitive cells, on the top and bottom respectively, where we can easily see that there are no triangular molecules presentThis agrees with the phonon analysis previously regarding those missing higher frequency modesGiven the fact that the Li6 materials have fewer triangles or even no triangles in the case of the Li6S, and seem to be much more stable than the Li4 materials, there may be an interesting link between these triangular modes affecting the stability of the compound 



Qualitative Performance: Sulfur vs. Oxygen

• Li4Al3B4O12Cl (left) vs. Li4Al3B4S12Cl (right) ion superposition diagrams
• Li positions superimposed over ~23 ps of simulation time
• Sampled every 50 timesteps at 1100K simulation temperature
• Much greater diffusion suggests sulfur significantly improves performance compared to oxygen

◉ Occupied Li Site
◉ Empty Li Interstitial Site
◉ Superimposed Li Positions

Li4Al3B4O12Cl Li-ion Superposition Li4Al3B4S12Cl Li-ion Superposition
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While we have not yet gotten enough data to analyze the conductivity quantitatively using AIMD simulations, we do have a qualitatively picture of the relative performanceShown here are plots of the Lithium positions over time superimposed over roughly 23 picoseconds of simulated time at 1100KThese positions are sampled every 50 time stepsWe are comparing here the Li4 Al O and the Li4 Al S in order to get an idea of how the sulfur substitution affects the diffusion rate and by extension, the performance of the materialsHere we see over the same timeframe the lithium ions have diffused a lot more in the sulfur structure than the oxygenThis suggests the sulfur substitution may greatly improve the performance of the materials



Qualitative Performance: Al Substitution vs. Pure B

• Li4B7S12Cl (left) vs. Li4Al3B4S12Cl (right) ion superposition diagrams
• Li positions superimposed over ~23 ps of simulation time
• Sampled every 50 timesteps at 1100K simulation temperature
• Greater diffusion may suggest Aluminum substitution improves performance compared to pure boron as well

◉ Occupied Li Site
◉ Empty Li Interstitial Site
◉ Superimposed Li Positions

Li4B7S12Cl Li-ion Superposition Li4Al3B4S12Cl Li-ion Superposition
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Similarly here we are comparing the Li ion superposition plots of Li4S with pure boron vs the Li4AlS materialHere we see a very slight increase in diffusion for the aluminum material vs the pure boron materialThis may suggest slight improvement in performance for Al partial substitution



Preliminary Summary
• Determined the ground state structures for predicted materials

• All Li4 materials, Li6B7O13Cl, and Li6Al3B4O13Cl have rhombohedral (R3c) ground states
• Li6B7S13Cl has a newly discovered monoclinic (Cc) ground state structure

• Determined relative chemical stability between substitutions
• Li6 is energetically favorable compared to Li4
• Partial aluminum substitution is energetically favorable compared to pure boron

• Determined dynamic stability of predicted materials
• All pure boron Li4 and Li6 materials are dynamically stable
• R3c phase of Li6B7S13Cl is not dynamically stable; ground state Cc is dynamically stable

• Determined qualitative measure of performance
• Sulfur substitutions greatly improve diffusion and by extension, performance
• Aluminum partial substitutions may also offer performance improvements
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So to summarize what we have found out so far, we have found out the ground state structures for several predicted materials shown hereWe have found that the Li6 sulfur material has a monoclinic ground state structure as opposed to the expected rhombohedral oneWe have determined some measure of relative stability between the substitutions, namely that Al substitution is more energetically favorable compared to the pure boron and that the Li6 materials are more energetically favorable compared to their Li4 counterpartsWe have done some dynamic stability analysis by calculating phonon density of states and found that all of the Li4 and Li6 materials with pure boron have dynamically stable ground statesDuring this investigation, we found that both the rhombohedral and tetragonal Li6S phases are dynamically unstableWe also have some qualitative ideas about how the substitutions affect performance:  The sulfur substitutions seem to greatly improve lithium diffusion and by extension, performance, while the Al substitutions offer slight improvement in diffusion and performance



Future Investigation
• Find Li6Al3B4S13Cl ground state
• Finish stability analysis on predicted materials
• Determine conductivities quantitatively with AIMD
• Investigate ion diffusion and ion migration mechanisms
• Investigate interface with Li metal
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While we do have some good results, we are not quite finished with our investigation of these predicted materialsWe still have to find that Li6S aluminum substitution ground stateWe have to finish our stability analysis on the predicted materials, including full reports of chemical and dynamic stability investigationsWe also have to quantitatively determine the conductivity using AIMD simulation and investigate the ion diffusion mechanismsFinally, we are also considering analyzing interfacing these materials with pure Li metal to see if they are stable in contact with pure LiSo with that I would like to thank you for your attention and encourage you to ask any questions you may have.
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